Work at the speed of business

Small office/home office (SOHO) businesses comprise over 60 percent of high average monthly print volume (AMPV) users. These cost-conscious businesses demand the same fast, high-quality deliverables as enterprises, but they don’t want to sacrifice print quality for price. Plus, they require anytime, anywhere access to work-related information.

Overview

Run your business easily and affordably

Samsung Color Printer Xpress C430 series printers combine ease of operation with high performance at an affordable price, ideal for today’s cost-conscious SOHO work anywhere, anytime business environment.

Key benefits

Easy installation and use, including mobile printing
- Enables easy setup with quick, 3-step installation without a USB connection or CD
- Simplifies mobile printing with Near Field Communication (NFC) technology and Wi-Fi Direct
- Prints with intuitive MobilePrint app on iOS®, Android™ and Microsoft® Windows® phones
- Enables Samsung Cloud Print™, Google Cloud Print™ and AirPrint™

Cost-effective to operate
- Provides high toner yield of up to 1,500 pages
- Saves up to 20 percent on operating costs with one-touch Eco button

Fast, high-quality output
- Produces smooth images and clean text with ReCP technology and Smart
- Color Management System (CMS)
- Prints faster with advanced 400 MHz CPU
Unsurpassed reliability and support that your business keep working

We know anything that helps business run more smoothly is priceless, especially when it comes to device management. Backed by reliable performance and available whenever and wherever you’re needed, we will always respond to your query.

Email  partner@email.com
Call     0000-000-0000
Write   XXXXXX, XXXXXXXXX, XXXXXX, XXXXX, XXXXX, XXXX XXXXX
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